Introduction
Abscisic acid (ABA) is a sesquiterpene plant hormone that regulates a variety of plant processes including seed dormancy, seed maturation, closure of stomata, and adaptive responses to abiotic and biotic stresses. It is 50 years since ''abscisin'' was originally reported (Liu and Carns 1961) , but it has taken so many years of research to understand the basic mechanism of ABA perception and early signaling events Lumba et al. 2010) .
The completion of the Arabidopsis genome sequencing project (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000) and subsequent functional genomics approaches have had great impacts on elucidating the molecular mechanisms of many plant processes including ABA signaling. The discovery of the PYR1/PYL/RCAR receptors was reported independently by two groups and simplified our model of ABA action to a core signaling pathway (Ma et al. 2009; Park et al. 2009 ). The protein function of this family was solved by structural analysis immediately after these reports (Melcher et al. 2009 (Melcher et al. , 2010 Miyazono et al. 2009; Nishimura et al. 2009; Peterson et al. 2010; Santiago et al. 2009; Yin et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, the ABA core signaling pathway has been functionally validated by in vitro re-constitution of ABA-induced gene expression (Umezawa et al. 2009; Fujii et al. 2009 ). ABA research has finally reached an exciting goal of dissecting a minimal pathway from hormone perception to transcriptional output.
Breakthroughs always produce new questions. As a journal proud of 124 years of history publishing a broad spectrum of research articles on basic plant biology, we are excited to invite internationally recognized scientists to comment on the ''state of ABA'' for this special issue with the aim of summarizing recent progress in ABA research and expand the core knowledge from Arabidopsis to a wide variety of plant species with special reference to phylogeny, evolution and ecology. We will discuss various aspects of ABA to foreshadow the future directions of this important field of research.
ABA metabolism and its signaling are responsive to both developmental and environmental cues, which makes this compound a key integrator of growth and development with the environment in plants. Higher plants synthesize ABA via oxidative cleavage of 9-cis-epoxycarotenoids (Zeevaart and Creelman 1988) . ABA is catabolized through several pathways and ABA 8 0 -hydroxylation is a key step in inactivating ABA for many physiological processes (Nambara and Marion-Poll 2005) . ABA-deficient and -insensitive mutants of various plant species display common phenotypes including reduced seed dormancy and wiltiness (Leung and Giraudat 1998; McCarty 1995) . Molecular genetic analyses have identified *100 Arabidopsis loci that alter ABA responsiveness (Finkelstein et al. 2002; Finkelstein et al. 2008) . The molecular basis of ABA signaling has been most extensively analyzed in guard cells ) and in stress physiology (Zhu 2002; Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shinozaki 2006) .
Conservation and diversity of ABA related genes and their roles in evolution
Current advances in completing the genome sequences of algae, mosses and ferns including Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Merchant et al. 2007 ), Physcomitrella patens (Rensing et al. 2008) and Selaginella moellendorffii (Banks et al. 2011 ) have enabled us to discuss the evolution of ABA signaling. This genomic information also presents an important resource to provide insight into how metabolism and signaling pathways co-evolve to acquire the diverse functions of this important plant hormone. Similar to other plant hormones, ABA is synthesized by other organisms such as bacteria, fungi, and animals. Sakata and colleagues in this issue summarize our current knowledge of ABA production in various organisms and discuss its possible physiological roles (Takezawa et al. 2011) . They also discuss the evolution of ABA metabolism and signaling in photosynthetic organisms. Another interesting aspect emerging from current genome information is the diversification of function and abundance of ABA related genes. Hanada et al. 2011 investigate the relationship between duplication of ABA-related genes and their functional divergence using bioinformaticsbased analysis.
ABA function is diversified in a wide variety of plant species. An interesting example is its key role as a switch between submersed and emersed life-styles in aquatic macrophytes. Wanke (2011) discusses functions of ABA in aquatic plants with special emphasis on both molecular and ecological aspects.
ABA transport is a key for the systemic stress responses
ABA is a mobile phytohormone, and its movement has been documented physiologically (Davies et al. 2005) . Nonetheless, this fact is underestimated in the functional genomics approaches of plant stress physiology. Recent works reported the identification of two different ABA transporters in Arabidopsis (Kang et al. 2010; Kuromori et al. 2010 ). Seo and Koshiba (2011) review current knowledge on the ABA movement in relation to the sites of metabolism and perception of ABA. An important next challenge is to answer how stress response mechanisms in Arabidopsis are conserved in other plant species. Current work indicates that each cell type has unique functions in ABA action (Okamoto et al. 2009 ). The anatomical and functional diversity of plant cells among species suggests that systemic stress responses may differ between plant species, emphasizing the importance of comparative functional genomics research in different plant species.
Mechanisms by which ABA activates individual processes
One of the goals for plant biologists is to understand the mechanisms by which ABA triggers individual plant processes. This special issue presents two specific plant processes in which ABA plays important roles: its role in abiotic stress in stomatal guard cells and its role in biotic stress in plant-microbe interactions. Stomata are essential for land plants to regulate gas exchange and transpiration. Mori and Murata (2011) summarize research on stomatal regulation with particular emphasis on lessons from model plants other than Arabidopsis such as Vicia faba. They present comparative studies of ABA physiology in stomata, including the in vivo and in vitro characterization of stomatal responses.
Desveaux and colleagues discuss recent knowledge on the role of ABA in plant-pathogen interactions with emphasis on the Arabidopsis-Pseudomonas syringae model pathosystem (Cao et al. 2011) . They also discuss the potential role of ABA in mediating the crosstalk between abiotic and biotic stress responses in plants.
ABA core signaling pathway: multiple inputs and multiple outputs
An important challenge in understanding ABA-induced physiology is linking these processes to the core ABA signaling pathway. One issue is the redundancy and diversity of the core signaling components: PRL1/PYL/ RCAR receptors, protein phosphatase 2C (PP2C), and SNF1-related protein kinase 2 (SnRK2). Fourteen PYR1/ PRL/RCAR receptors, 9 PP2C (Group A), and 3 SnRK2 (subfamily III) are potentially involved in ABA signaling in Arabidopsis (Umezawa et al. 2010 ). This core pathway activates 9 bZIP transcription (Group A) factors and other proteins (Hubbard et al. 2010) . ABA-mediated transcription is one of the best characterized plant transcriptional responses and represents a promising output for the study of plant signal transduction. Transcriptome analyses have revealed that *10% of protein-coding genes are regulated by ABA. Multiple different cis-acting elements and distinct members of transcription factor families are known to be involved in the regulation of ABA-mediated transcription. Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and colleagues in this issue review the recent literature dealing with ABA-mediated transcription (Fujita et al. 2011) . Currently, transcriptome patterns are often used as a marker for a biological reaction rather than the expression of the single marker gene. The review article expands upon the use of ABA-regulated transcriptomes for the interpretation of complicated outputs.
In addition to the PRL1/PYL/RCAR receptors, other proteins such as Mg-chelatase H subunit (ChlH) (Shen et al. 2006 ), a G protein-coupled receptor (Liu et al. 2007 ), GPCR-type G proteins (Pandey et al. 2009 ) have also been reported to be involved in the ABA perception. It has been a challenge for the ABA researches to link these components to the well-established PRL1/PYL/RCAR-triggered signaling pathway. Tsuzuki et al. (2011) report that an Arabidopsis mutant with ABA-insensitive stomata is allelic to the chlh mutants. Importantly, ABA responsiveness of this mutant is restored when excess Ca 2? was applied. Due to the fact that they failed to detect the ABA binding to the ChlH protein in vitro, they conclude that ChlH is not an ABA receptor, but the Mg-chelatase complex is involved in the ABA signaling in stomatal guard cells. Mg-chelatase is essential for the chloroplast function through involving the chlorophyll biosynthesis and the retrograde signaling. Examining the interaction between these processes and stomatal ABA signaling will be an attractive challenge in the future.
Future perspectives
Organisms have acquired numerous sophisticated mechanisms for their survival and fitness. The function and role of each mechanism cannot be discussed without considering the environment of individual plants in nature. ABA is a natural compound that has evolved to be a plant hormone together with its receptor and downstream machineries. Plant biologists have obtained a blueprint of how ABA is synthesized, perceived, and how its signal is transduced to the downstream events in Arabidopsis. A next challenge for plant biologists will be to utilize and integrate this basic information into the next generation of research.
We envision several future directions. For Arabidopsis research, it is apparent that researchers need to obtain a finer blueprint of ABA-signaling and corresponding physiological responses. Examples include addressing the redundancy and functional diversification of ABA-related gene families. Protein interactome and proteome analyses will represent key technologies to address these questions. The knowledge of ABA function will need to be integrated into a mechanistic understanding of biological systems, which are composed of networks with multiple inputs and outputs. Systems biology approaches will also be important to answer questions of network biology, such as those related to hormone crosstalk. Umezawa (2011) discusses the systems biology approaches of ABA research. An important challenge will be the elucidation of ABA function in each cell type with the ultimate goal of presenting a 3D-rendering of cellular ABA-responses. Sophisticated technologies are necessary to draw the blueprint of ABA function, such as sorting specific cell types, laser microdissection (Endo et al. 2008) , and live imaging systems (Christmann et al. 2005) . Emerging novel research strategies will undoubtedly also be essential for our understanding of ABA biology. Kitahata and Asami (2011) review recent chemical biology research on ABA, and discuss the usefulness of chemical biology approaches. ABA research has already provided some elegant examples of the use of chemical genetics to dissect biological processes (McCourt and Desveaux 2010) . In addition, the development of a wide variety of ABA analogs and inhibitors for ABA metabolism will provide powerful tools for future pure and applied research (Ueno et al. 2005; Todoroki et al. 2008; Zaharia et al. 2005; Kitahata and Asami 2011) .
ABA research continues to greatly benefit from Arabidopsis genomics. In addition, new genome sequences are constantly being released which will continue to expand our understanding of ABA signaling across the plant kingdom. This meta-genome data will not only provide us with novel information and resources, but also provide novel methodologies, technologies and concepts. The accumulating knowledge on the stress physiology of ABA as well as functional genomics promise exciting advances in the phylogenetic, ecological and evolutionary aspects of ABA research.
